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Lie Algebras with only inner Derivations 
Need not be Complete 
1. INTRODUCTIOS 
A Lie algebra is called complete if its derivations arc all inner and it has 
center zero. Leger has posed the question of \I;hether there exists a Lie 
algebra with only inner derivations and nonzero center. By a result of 
Schenkman, noted in [3], we know that such an algebra is not nilpotent. 
Leger [5] proved further that, if the ground field has characteristic zero, such 
an algebra is not solvable and its radical is not nilpotent. Dozias [l] and 
Tog8 [6] have extended this to conclude that the algebra would have to 
equal its derived algebra FVe shall answer Leger’s query affirmatively by 
exhibiting a Lie algebra zcith ordy inner devinations zuhich is not complete. It is 
of dimension 58. 
2. THE COSS.~RUC~ON 
Let S denote the split three-dimensional simple Lie algebra over a field of 
characteristic zero. Let Vi and U, be irreducible modules for S of dimensions 
nine and four, respectively. Denote by Nj , i = 1, 2, the free nilpotent Lie 
algebra generated by Vi such that rC;? = 0, Naa = 0. The operation of the 
elements of S on W; extend uniquely to derivations of Ni . Computation 
reveals that U,” is a direct sum of four irreducible S modules of dimensions 
three, seven, eleven, and fifteen, respectively; call the three dimensional 
module V, (assuming a canonical basis (x,, , .vi ,..., xs} for L’, with 
S = (E, F, N) as in Section 3.8 of [4], Yr has a basis {y, yE, yEP} where 
11 = [xi , x,] ~ [x2 , +] .~ [.~a, xs] ~ [x4 , xJ). Also, Ui3 contains one 
irreducible five-dimensional module, which we shall call V, , and irreducible 
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five-dimensional modules, one of which we call IV1 . \Ve note further that the 
ideal of :Vt generated by I-r contains no irreducible S submodules of Crr3 of 
dimensions three or five and so its intersection with VZ @ II/r is zero. 
Finally we see that CZz is a direct sum of two irreducible S modules of 
dimensions one and five; let z span the one-dimensional module and call 
the five dimensional module II’? . 
Let f’ be an S submodule of Ur3 such that C;,” = I/‘, 6 IV1 CD P. Bv 
Theorem 3.12 in [4] there is an S module isomorphism cr : I;, + K2 and we 
let 0 be the ideal of Nr generated by {V - U(C) 1 2: E V,). Put Nr = N,/(P G Q) 
and denote the isomorphic images of Lyr, I’, , W’r in A, by CT, , Vr , IV1 . 
l\i IS then a nilpotent Lie algebra generated by L’, and since P t 0 was an 
5’ submodule of Nr , the elements of S induce derivations of X1 . 
Kow let p : IV1 ---f IV? be an S module isomorphism and let R be the ideal 
of 11 i ‘CL NZ spanned by ((w, P(W)) ~ z*, t IV,>. Put N = (N, @ NJ/R and 
denote the isomorphic images of Z, Cl , c’, , I/, , ZVr in N by Z, r/; , UZ , I’, , 
IV1 . :\- is then a nilpotent Lie algebra generated by U, -f- I;, and since R 
was an S submodule of i\r -3 AiZ the elements of S induce derivations of N. 
Let L denote the semi-direct sum S i N. We shall show: (1) L has nonzero 
center, and (2) L has only inner derivations. For (I), observe that z is in the 
center of L. To prove (2) we employ a well-known theorem of Hochschild [2] 
to note that every derivation of S + il: is the sum of an inner derivation and a 
derivation which is zero on S. It will suffice to show that a derivation, 19, of 
the latter tvpe is necessarilv zero. Since D is then a derivation of N u hich 
commutes with S, it is an S module homomorphism. But Cl, , i == 1,2 is 
irreducible as an S module and therefore IWi is zero or an isomorph of ZJ, . 
In the latter case, DC:, must be Ui since CT1 (respectively, Ua) is the unique 
irreducible S submodule of N of dimension nine (respectively, four). 
By Schur’s Lemma, D is a constant, ci , times the identity map on Ui . 
Then, on each power (CT,),, D is jcj times the identity map. Since 
0 m- II’, Z Ur3 n UZa, 35 = 25 , and since 0 f I; L lJrz n Uj3, 2c, = 3c, ; 
i.e., ci c2 = 0. Hence n == 0. 
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